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The Marvel Heroes of Reading line of early readers is designed to offer reluctant readers,

specifically boys, books that they will want to read by featuring characters they love. The series is

broken into three levels that invoke the rigorous training courses their favorite Marvel heroes must

engage in to perfect their super powers. This great box comes with 6 Level 1 readers. Plus, redeem

a 7th reader as an eBook!
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Exactly what I was hoping for! These are the thin 32 page World of Reading Level 1 books. I

received 6 books in a cardboard case with handle and velcro closure (plus a free eBook that I

haven't tried to get yet). These books individually cost $3.99 retail and often I can't find them for

much less, but I only paid $8.32 for all 6! I was concerned b/c the product info had nothing about

which books were in this package and it says for 6-8 year olds. My 3.5 year old boy loves these

World of Reading Level 1 books and thankfully this was exactly what I was hoping for. I had no clue

if we were going to get ones we already had, but luckily we didn't. This is what you'll get: Ant-Man,

Black-Widow, Falcon, Hulk, Iron Man, and Hawkeye. These are simple books that explain each

character. Great for toddlers and kids learning to read!



Love that they are all level 1 books

Fun super hero books for early readers. The stories focus on 'who' the character is and/or how they

became that way.Most of the books do show violence (see Hulk photo) like punching, kicking or

similar.I've uploaded Photos of the books, illustrations and sample text.

3.5 stars. As a teacher, I wasn't all that impressed with this set. The reading didn't focus on phonics

basics for "early readers" so much as it catered to "already readers." There were some rather

difficult words and concepts, with (on the flip side) a lot of odd uses of repetition. I'd say it's about

1st grade or early 2nd grade reading level.As a mom of a superhero fan, however, my preschooler

can't get enough of it and LOVES when I read these to him, so I guess it depends on what you're

hoping to get out of this set. We also got the Lego Super Heroes Phonics Box Set, and I honestly

can't believe how impressive that one is...I've used that as a teaching tool with GREAT success.

**I'm going to post the same review on both Avengers/Marvel World of Reading book sets.My 3 year

old is really into being read to, and we bought this and the other Marvel level 1 set in hopes that he

could grow into them and pick up on the words. BOTH book sets have the same Iron Man book, but

there are no other duplicates. Also, these tell actual (simple) stories unlike some other "step into

reading" sets - we have the Cars Step Into Reading set and it's all super simple sentences on each

page, and each book of that fits a basic theme, whereas each book in this World of Reading set is

focused on telling you a story about a character.I would definitely recommend these books to

parents of a young child who loves superheroes!

I bought this because I read two books to my little guy every night. I needed a desperate rotation for

my super hero lover. This is indeed a hit! We've read them every night since purchasing which has

been about a week so far. I look forward to purchasing more of these collections.My little man just

turned 4 and not reading yet but I imagine him easily reading to me when he does begin school. I

mean after all kids are reading in kindergarten now right? Crazy but true.

Awesome set! We have all of the others, but bought them separately years ago before they offered

them in a boxed set. This was a very cost effective way to get all of the new books (Hulk, Black

Widow, Falcon, Ant Man, etc.)



Great value on this set. My son loves the stories for each character. It's a boxed set that comes with

6 individual books and a code for 1 e-book. We also separated them and used them as birthday

party favors.
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